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t. (u) i. Show that the linear Diophantine equation o, tbg = 
, has a solution if 

-

and only ildlc, where fl: gcd(a,b). : g

Let, rs,go be any particular solution of this eqgation then show that ali
b!a

the other solutions are given by r : ro -t 
At, A : Ao - jt tot each t e Z.

ii. Write 100 as the sum two summands one of which is divi$ble by 7 and the

other by 11.

"r'(b) Let, o and n be positive integers with a

then o is even and n is a power of 2.

,1
> 1. Prove that, if an * 1 is prime,

2. (a) Let

l"

11.

(b) i.

a,b,{tri,bt e Z, and m, k e N. Prove the following:

if a: b(mod ni) then ak : bk(mod rn);
kk

rf {r4: ba(mocl rn) V z then Y"u = tba(mod nz).
i=1 i: I

n

If P(r) : f ciri is a polynomial, where c6 e V. and o = b(mod m) then
i:o

prove that P(o) : P(b)(mod -).
Prove that any palindrome with even number of digits is divisible by 11.ll.



(c)SolvethefollowingsimultaneoussystemoflinearCongruences:

r = 1(mod 3)

n : 3(mod 5)

r : 5(mod 7).

3. (a) State'the Euler's theorem'

Hence, prove the Fermat's little theorem: if p is a prime then np = n(mod p)

for anY integer n'

(b)i.Find'theremainderwhen22o+33o+44o+5r0-p6ooisdividedbyT.

ii. Solve the congruence 2103 : 4(mod 71)' 
-

4. (a) Define the following:

i" PseudoPrimel

ii' Carmichael number;

iii. Primitive root'
./c

(b)Ifn:QtQz..'g6'whereSi'saredistinctprimesuchthat(qitt)l("-1)forali
j then prove that n is a Carmichael number' :

j

(c) Show that 6601 is a Carmichael nurnber using:

li' the defi"nition; 
i

ii. the above Part (b)' ' 
'rr'

(d) Find all primitive roots modulo 8'

.d


